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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This paper  examines  the  daily  labor  supply  of  a potentially  important,  but often  overlooked,
source  of  instruction  in U.S.  public  schools:  substitute  teachers.  I estimate  a sequential
binary-choice  model  of  substitute  teachers’  job-offer  acceptance  decisions  using  data  on
job  offers  made  by a randomized  automated  calling  system.  Importantly,  this  randomiza-
tion generates  exogenous  variation  in  offer  quality.  I find  that  determinants  of  substitutes’
offer-acceptance  decisions  include  the  offer’s  arrival  time,  commute  time,  day  of  week,
classroom  type,  school  type,  and  school  quality.  Interestingly,  conditional  on  school  qual-
ity student  demographics  do not  significantly  influence  substitutes’  decisions.  Longer  and
higher paying  full-day  jobs  are  preferred  to  half-day  jobs,  although  conditional  on daily
pay,  job  length  does  not  significantly  impact  daily  labor-supply  decisions.  Preferences  for
several  job  characteristics  are  found  to  vary  with  substitutes’  regular-teacher  certification
status.  Policy  implications  of  these  findings  are  discussed.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The quality of public education in the U.S. is important
due to its relationship with economic growth (Hanushek &
Woessmann, 2008) and individual labor market outcomes
(Card & Krueger, 1992). Instruction is a primary input
of the education production function and an extensive
literature studies the principal purveyors of instruction:
regular teachers (Dolton, 2006; Hanushek & Rivkin, 2006).
Regular-teacher absence rates are between 5% and 10%
and teacher absences are typically covered by substitute
teachers (Roza, 2007). Little is known about this sec-
ondary source of instruction, however, and the present
paper begins to fill this gap in the education literature by
analyzing daily substitute-teacher labor supply.

Understanding the preferences of substitute teach-
ers, particularly those certified as regular teachers, is
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potentially important for several reasons. First, many
schools have trouble satisfying their demand for substitute
teachers (Dorward et al., 2000; Henderson, Protheroe, &
Porch, 2002; Rogers, 2001) and this problem may  increase
as the regular-teacher workforce ages and class size reduc-
tion programs are enacted. When a substitute teacher
cannot be found, regular teachers and school adminis-
trators work overtime to cover their colleague’s absence
(Rogers, 2001). This increased workload likely decreases
the covering teachers’ effectiveness throughout the day.
Second, recent work documenting the negative effect of
teacher absences on student achievement suggests that
absences covered by certified substitutes are sometimes
less harmful than absences covered by non-certified
substitutes (Clotfelter, Ladd, & Vigdor, 2009), suggesting
that substitute-teacher quality may  influence student
achievement. Third, poor and low-achieving schools have
higher regular-teacher absence rates (Clotfelter et al.,
2009; Miller, Murnane, & Willett, 2008a, 2008b) and are
more likely to lose their regular teachers to wealthier
and higher achieving schools (Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin,
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2004). If substitute teachers similarly avoid low-achieving
schools, the problems associated with the availability
and quality of substitute teachers discussed above are
concentrated among the schools and students that can
least afford them. Finally, understanding the preferences
of substitute teachers might allow the design of a pay
system that minimizes expenditures on substitutes or that
increases efficiency or equity by altering the distribution
of substitutes or substitute quality across schools.

I estimate a sequential binary-choice model based on
an expected utility-maximizing optimal decision rule that
is hypothesized to govern substitutes’ job-offer accep-
tance decisions. The empirics utilize data on the job offers,
both accepted and rejected, made by an automated calling
system to substitute teachers. The offers are made in a con-
ditionally random order that creates exogenous variation
in offer quality across substitute teachers.

Several non-wage offer characteristics are found to play
an important role in substitutes’ daily labor supply deci-
sions, including commute time, school type, school quality,
and time of offer. Friday jobs are significantly less likely
to be accepted and certified substitutes are more likely to
accept offers than non-certified substitutes. Interestingly,
conditional on achievement, a school’s demographic com-
position does not influence substitutes’ daily decisions, nor
does job length conditional on daily pay. Substitutes do,
however, systematically prefer longer and higher paying
full-day jobs to half-day jobs.

2. Background and literature

Substitute teachers have recently received attention
from both policy makers and the popular media. For
example, in 2007 H.R. 3345 (The Substitute Teacher Improve-
ment Act) was introduced in Congress and in 2010 a New
York Times editorial lamented the difficulties of substitute
teaching (Bucior, 2010). Despite the apparent interest in
substitute teachers, however, they have been neglected by
economists and education-policy researchers. A possible
explanation for the lack of rigorous research on substitute-
teacher labor supply is the dearth of data on substitute
teachers in large nationally representative data sets like
the National Center for Education Statistics’ Schools and
Staffing Survey.

Existing studies of the substitute-teacher labor market
come mainly from outside of economics. The contingent-
labor literature, for instance, contains two case studies of
substitute teaching. Rogers (2001) found that substitutes
in a Pennsylvania school district felt underpaid and under-
employed. A sociological study found that both substitutes
and regular teachers preferred arranging jobs personally
to using an automated call system (Coverdill & Oulevey,
2007).

Strauss (2003) was primarily interested in the demand
for substitute teachers in the Pittsburgh area, but did
ask some qualitative questions of Pittsburgh-area substi-
tutes. Over 40% cited daily pay as the most important
job characteristic. Overall, 98.4% of surveyed substitutes
said that daily pay was either “very important” or “some-
what important.” Other commonly mentioned important
job characteristics were “advance professional career,”

“discipline in school,” “safety of school,” and “proximity
to residence.” Dorward et al. (2000) surveyed a random
sample of 500 U.S. school districts on “issues related to
substitute teaching.” The authors report that 86% of school
districts claimed to have a “problem” or “serious problem”
with substitute availability and that 7% of districts deemed
their substitutes “below average.” The average daily pay in
their sample was $65 per 6 h day and ranged from $35 to
$180.

What, if any, findings from the regular-teacher lit-
erature might apply to substitute teachers? Substitute
teachers operate on a daily margin, and regular teachers
choose daily labor supply by being absent. Roza (2007)
finds that regular teachers are absent about ten times per
school year, accounting for about 5% of school days, while
comparable professionals take only three sick days dur-
ing an equivalent time period. While this difference may
result from teachers being sick more often as a result of
their close contact with children, a significant number of
teacher absences appear to be discretionary: Ehrenberg,
Ehrenberg, Rees, and Ehrenberg (1991) found that annual
teacher absences are responsive to district-level policies
and Jacobson (1988) found that a small cash bonus for per-
fect attendance caused a significant drop in absence rates
and a large increase in perfect attendance.

In reviewing the literature on teacher quality, Hanushek
and Rivkin (2006) generally find that certification stan-
dards and advanced degrees have little to no effect
on student achievement. Absence rates, however, have
been shown to negatively impact student achievement
in a variety of settings: Clotfelter et al. (2009) in North
Carolina, Miller et al. (2008a, 2008b) in a large urban
U.S. school district, and Das, Dercon, Habyarimana, and
Krishnan (2007) in Zambia. Miller et al. (2008a) sug-
gest that the negative effect of teacher absences may
partially result from the low quality of substitutes. Sub-
stitute teachers are subject to significantly less-stringent
requirements than regular teachers (Henderson et al.,
2002). Clotfelter et al. (2009) provide evidence that substi-
tute quality matters: absences in primary-school reading
classes covered by certified substitutes are marginally
less harmful than absences covered by non-certified
substitutes.

3. Institutional details and data

This paper analyzes the daily labor supply of substitute
teachers in a consortium of ten adjacent and autonomous
Michigan school districts that contains more than 70
schools. The consortium’s members enjoy economies of
scale in a variety of administrative duties. For example,
districts share the fixed costs of recruiting, training, and
maintaining a large pool of substitute teachers and of run-
ning an automated calling system used to offer jobs to
substitutes. The requirements to substitute teach in the
consortium include passing a criminal background check,
at least three years of credits from an accredited college or
university, completion of a 4-h orientation program, and
either a valid Michigan teaching certificate or a Michigan
substitute-teaching license. The latter costs $25 and must
be renewed annually.
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